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The time-d~pendent
behavior
of the flow in real’tl&n
zc)nes of
thw dvconating
homo~en.wus explcis~ves
nitromethane,
liquiJ
TNT;
and Idc’al gases has been Invvstigfited
u~ing one- and two-dimensional
I,agrangfan
and EulerIan
numerical
hydrodynamics
with
‘
Arrhunius
clwnical
reaction.
A general
model for bulk decomlwsition of heterogeneous
e.xploslves,
called
Fores~ Fire,, has beu~
developed,
which gives thr rate of explo~ive
dccomptlsition
ns ii
function
of local preswrc,
description
of the
The mm!rl pnnits
prO?ngilt~OIl,
and
proccfis of heterogeneous
ex[,losivc
in~tintion,
fajluru.

In our ❑onograph
(3) we ~escrihed
the results
of our studies
of the
of the time-dependent
llehavioi- of the flow (the stability)
and liquid
TRT rcaclion
zonc~ t@ finite
idral
gas, riltromethanl
longitudinal
and transv(srse
pert,lrbations
using finite
difference
of fluid
dymethods to solve the rtiactivc
Navier-Stokes
equations
We also descrih~d
the ttie-drp~ndcnt
behavior
or the flov
namics.
of stable
overdrive
nitromthne
detonations
fomed by pistons
of
variou~
configurations.
The equation
of state
for an ideal gas nf constant
heat caparity undergoing
an exothennic,
irreversible,
unfmolrcular
reaction
is as fol13ws.
1 and T from
Given I, h’, ant! V, ono r~lculatcs

and

.!

?(,,

=],~

I

The Arrhcnlu$
dW/dt

rate

\’c.

F( =1

Cvmfj

law is

= ZR exp (-E*/RT)

.

with f - 2,
Erpenbeck predicts
that an idual ~il~ dc~l}nation
perturbations
and Q = 50 will be stablu
to onc-cl~mens~onil]
but uns~nble
tu two-dimensiorii+l
pcrturbniion~,
and that with Q =
0,2 it will be stablu
for all perturbntlnn~.
The results
of some
of the. numerical
calculat~ons
u~inp one- and two-dimensional
Lum
p.rnn~:inn and EulerIan
hydrodynamics
are summrized
in Tub?u 1.
results
are in agreement
with the predictions
of Erpenbeck and give
UE confidence
in our numrrical
appromch fer determining
stability
Wc SIUI1l now proc~~ud to dc~~nnintl thu stuhil,~f detonation
wnves.
ity of nitromcthanu
and llquid
TNT detonations
to onv- and two-dlmcn~lonuJ pt’r~urbations.
l?~ - 50,
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Fir. 1 using the SIN and 21K codes (3).
Figure
perturbation
:~sec uns:aFIL casi. vhc’re the initial
a s~eady amplitude
by the fourth
CYCIC..

2

6hOWS

grc.”s

Lhe 0.6650/
and r~aches

‘lko dimensional
perturbations
in C-J nitrocethane
and liquid
and Lhc’two-dimensicmally perturbed
detcniltion%
do not ~lLl~s
flnw
decays
tr ont.-d~mensjonallv
prrturb~d
flow.
Nitromethanr
with
E**5 of 40 :,n~5J.6 at ~-J v~l~~~ty and ~jth an E* of 53,6 at
was calculated
using the 2DL and 2DE codes (3).
In
0,7130 cm/;,sec
all cases t},e two-dimensional
perturbation
did not grok and the
stahil ity was iden~ical
with that observed
fr? one-dimensional
pnrperturbed
calculations
ar~ shown
The two-djmcns~onu]ly
turbn~:nns,
in RtiI.7 in detail.
~T

The am:’untof overdrivu
necess~r}
~c stab:li;,’
the niLrolnCthantinl!dliqui(~TNT detunaticn dwl~ases
with decreasing
activation
energy and is illdclp~mdc.nL
of :hc frequency factor. TII:partiallv
to
Lhe
cqui!
Inn
vf
state used
reactud HuF,nnioIhaxt’ vc’ry senritivc
for
tlm mixture
of undec.mapo~ed exldosivl”
,Ind detonation
products.
to a y of 0.6S in Table ?1 to
h’t, havu usd n y of 1.70 in addition
~.!lustraL~
tht’ ma~n~tudu
of thi:+effvcL.
k now prncr~~d to
flow of s~al’lf’ cwt’rdrivcn

d(’tcrm~nc

the

tlmw’-dcpcnc!t’:lt

nitrom~’th[lnt’
d(:~;)iltll~nt.
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The shock initiation of nitromethane by a 0.21
Fig. 3,
crcl;:sec
constant-velocity piston. E* _ 40, Z = 1.27 x log,
y = 0.68, 400U },mesh; the reaction zone is resolved.

hetzrogencous explosives is different than the Arrhenius kinetic
model found adequate f~r homogeneous explosives. Heterogeneous explosives are initiated and may rropagate by the process of shock
interaction with density discontinuities such as voids. These inthat decompose and give increasing
teractions result in hot regions
pressures that cause more and hotter decomposing regions. Some
heterogeneous axploslves mny require hot spats even for thL propagation of t5e detonation wave.

#-

Some experiments that give direct information about the shockpressure front are
A.

Distance to detonation as a function of initial shock pressure
In (run) E al +

CX2

Rn (P - Pc)

,

where run = distance to detonation,
al, az, and P are consLants, PC is usually O, and
P = pressure.
This relation is called the “Pop plot” and is shown in Fig. 4.
B.

Shock velocity as a functicn of particle velocity
us = c + Su

P’

where Us = shock velocity, l! = particle velocity, and
C and S are constants From fits to experimental data.
together vith the shock juup relations, deTl]esexelatioiis,
fine the state space line for the shock front.
r.,

If pressure as a function of ttie is reported at various mass
points, these data can be used to estimate pressure gradients
behind the shock and a time-pressure history at a single point.
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The single-cllrvebuildup
principle (3) is t~e assumption
that a reactive shock ~ave grows
to d~tonetlon aiong a unique line
in dlstanc~, time, and state
space. Experiments have often
shown this relation to be plausible to the accuracy of the experdent~.
A?plving tl)csJ!l[;lecumc bujldup principle to Pup
plots gives the interprrtntiou
th,qttileI’opplots arc direct d~’~criptions of the shock front,
PiF..5 shows the dc’composition rate cfllculated,using th~
F(,r~~st
Fire m(,dcl,a~ a fllnrtlon
of pressure for several expl.oBives.

J
m
mnws Itnrl
Dick (3) ptlrfot-med
e radjvFign 4. PcIpplots for X-0219,
Rraphjc fitudyof II detonatintl
X-0290, Cr)mpositinnB, and l’BX- wave proceeding up n blc~ckcf n
~404,
TATB-bnsed
very ln~enslt~vc
A-4
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Forest Fire rate vs pressure.

explosive, X-021.9,and
its failure to propagate
completely around a corner. Dick’s expertiental
profiles and the calculated profiles using the
Forest Fire model are
shown in Fig. 6. The
amount of explosive that
remains undecomposed after
passage of the sho~~.wave
depends primarily upon the
curvature of the detonation wave before it turns
the c>rner. If the wave
is sufficiently curved,
the detonation proceeds
like a dive~ging detonatio?iwave and little or
nc explosive remains undecomposed. If the wave
is flat, or nearly so,
when it arrives at the
corner, then much more
partially decomposed aYpiosive will remain after
shock passage.

Calculations were perfnnned usiny,the Fl~restFire burn ~n .?D1.
(3) for 0.7- and 1.3-cm-radius cylinders of X-0219 confined by
.’lexifilas
and for half-thickness slabs of 1.3 and 2.6 cm. The thlnr,ercharges developed grnater curvature and the 0.7-cm-]adlus cylinder failed to propagate, Calculations were also performed using
the Forest Fire burn in the 2DE cotiefor 0.65- and 1.3-cm-radius
cylinders of X-0219 confined by air. Thu 0.65-cm-radius cylinder
failed to propagate as shown in Fig. 7. ThCIexperimentally d’~tcrmined failure radius is 0.75 cm. Similar calrulat~ons were performed for PBX-9404, Composition B, and Y-029(~,
Rrsults are compared w~th s.xpwimvntal failurv radius jn Tab]{:111. These results
su~g~titLhat the dominant feature of failurl,in IlcteroReneouscxplt)sives is the same hot spnt decomposjtiollru:lctiunthat detenninl?s
the shock initiat~.onbch~vior.
111. CONCLUS1ONS
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Fig. 6. Radiographic
and calculated
2DL profiles of
around a corner of
a detonation wave pro~~gdii~g
X-0219 . The corner was filled with alr in the experiment and with Plexiglas in the calculations.
analysis
showed the
In those cases for which Erpenbeck’s
steady-state Bolution of ideal gas detonations to be unstable to
infinitesimal longitudinal snd transverse perturbations, flows
started in a configuration approximating the steady-state solutions
exhibited a bounded instability; in those cases for which Erpenbeck’s
analysis showed the steady-state solution to be stable, perturbations were found to decay. Tll{two-dimensional ideal gas instability has not been numerically studied for a sufficient time to detemine
its final amplltudr and period.
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7. Pressure and mass fraction profiles for a 0.65- and a
—u
1.3-cm-radius cylinder of X-0219 calculated using the 2DE code
with thl?Forest Fire burn model*

The nitromethane and liquid TNT detonations exhibited the same’
sLabilit~ ::CI
transverse and longitudinal]perturbations as to longitudinal perturbations alone.
The details of the structure of the reaction zone are stronply
dependent o!lthe properties of the equa?ion of state for the mixture of undttcomposedexplosive and detonation products. Tileamount
of overdrive necessary to obtain a steady detonation and the period
and magnjtude of the oscillation of an unstable detonation are
strongly depmdent on the activation energy and ar~ independent cjf
tilefrequency factor.

For signific, .
ranges of values fo~-the
Experimental
and calculated
failure
radii
activation energy and
for
the amount of overdrive, the time deper.dExperimental
failure
radius
ent, one- or two-dimencalculated
hpiosive
resul ca
(m)
sional model of detonation exhibits unstable
X-0219
0.75
= o.@5
1.3
propagated
pulsating detonation.
0.7 failed
If the explosive is sufX-G290
0.45
~ 0.05
ficiently overdriven the
0.5 propagated
0.3
failed
detonation becomes staStable Overdrive
ble.
o.~1~ + (3.03
Cou; B
0.3 propa~aced
detonations are fomned
0.2 failed
by a constant velocity
PBX-9404
0.06
: 0.01
0.1 propagated
or
stepped-velocity
0.05 failed
piston only after the
detonation travels many
reaction zone lengths. If the velocity of the piston is abruptly
decreased to a sufficiently low value, sufficiently soon after its
initial motion, the detonation fails. A constant-velocity pistcn
results in initiation, from shock heating of the bulk explosive, of
an overdrive detonation that slowly decays just as in the shock
initiation of homogeneous explosives.
TABLEIII

Since the details of the chemic.~1kinetics are crucizl to the
stability behavior, one probably cannot expect real detonations to
closely reproduce Lhe ~:me-dependent behavior of the theoretical
model with simple Arrhenius kinetics.
can exhibit
unstable
Real detonations of ccndensed explosives
behavior.
The steady-state Chapman-.louguettheory of the
detonation process will not properly describe the ~ehavior of real
detor,ationsthat exhibit such unstable periodic behavior.
periodic

Detonation initiation and propagation of heterogeneous explosives cannot be described adequately using Arrhenius kinetick:, The
ForesL Fire model can describt’tllcdecomposition that occurs Jrc:,
hot spots foznlecl
b;,’
shock interactions with density incontinl:itic>
in heterogeneous explosives and can also describe the passage of
heterogeneous detonation waves around corners and along surfaces,
Failure or propagation of a heterogeneous detonation wave depends
upon the interrelated effects of the wave curvature and the shock
of the basic differences have
Scrnc
sens ‘.tivityof Lhe explosfve.
been described between homogeneous and heterogeneous explosive
propa~ation and failure. The differences are a result of the difand heterogeneferent nature of the fast reactions in homogeneous
ous explosives.
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